


DIGITAL MEDIA PROPOSAL

Deliver the right message to the right person, at the right time.

Digital Marketing Solutions



DIGITAL MEDIA PROPOSAL | DATA AND AUDIENCE

Demand Local will maximize campaign and audience reach effectiveness by analyzing audience 

engagement when impressions are served.  Audiences that engage with our ads will be optimized 

against as well as replicated through lookalike audience building.

Data and Audience



Paid ad placement on All Major Search Engines (Google, Yahoo, MSN, Bing, etc.)

Search Engine Marketing

TARGETING CAPABILITIES
Generate Site Visits and Website Leads/Calls 

CPC Estimate

$2.50 to $4.00

MEASURING 

SUCCESS
Google Analytics

• New visit rate: 65% to 75%

• Time on site: 2:00+

• Pages per visit: 3.25 to 4

• Bounce rate: <55%

DIGITAL MEDIA PROPOSAL | SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING



Search advertising that automatically update with your inventory and uses ultra-targeted 

messaging – unique, detailed ad text for each vehicle. 

Auto Inventory Search Engine Marketing

DIGITAL MEDIA PROPOSAL | AUTO INVENTORY SEM

CPC Estimate

$2.50 to $4.00

MEASURING 

SUCCESS
Google Analytics

• New visit rate: 65% to 75%

• Time on site: 2:00+

• Pages per visit: 3.25 to 4

• Bounce rate: <55%



TARGETING CAPABILITIES

Display mobile banners against local geo targeted market during consumer web browsing and 

mobile app use; drive them to your mobile site and to your showroom floor

STRATEGY PROPOSAL
3rd party in market auto shoppers: Reach local in market auto shoppers through 

premium 3rd party data providers  

Conquest: Geo Conquest all competing franchised dealerships within DMA (500 feet 

around each competing dealer lot and their AOIs)

Retargeting: Retarget qualified device IDs that were once at an original set geo fence

Smartphone and Tablet 300 x 250:

Clicks direct to mobile or tablet site 

CREATIVE UNITS
Banner sizes and functions

Smartphone 320 x 50: 

Clicks direct to mobile site 

MEASURING SUCCESS
Click Thru Rates

Average mobile CTR: 0.35%

Goal CTR: 0.40%

Walk In Tracking

Goal 90-day cost per Walk-

In: <$80

Mobile Advertising with Walk-In Tracking

Geo Fencing: Set virtual targeting around any given point (your dealership, custom zip 
codes, counties, etc.)

Geo Conquesting: Set virtual targeting around competitor location points (using latitude, 
longitude coordinates of multiple dealers and auto malls)

Geo Retargeting: Retarget customers that previously executed an ad call during their 
time in a geo fence after they leave the set geo fences 

Custom Audiences: Target consumers based on specific behaviors and site audience 
indexes (millennials, high income, in market auto, etc.)

Walk-In Attribution: Track daily device IDs that have been served our mobile banner ads 
prior to physically entering your dealer lot(s).

Advertiser 1st Party Data: Effectively leverage the 1st party data you own and collect 
directly from your website and customers to enhance your ad campaigns

DIGITAL MEDIA PROPOSAL | MOBILE ADVERTISING WITH WALK INS



Grow brand awareness and increase consumer purchase intent through precisely targeted online 

advertising on desktop and mobile devices

Display Advertising

DIGITAL MEDIA PROPOSAL | DISPLAY ADVERTISING

TARGETING CAPABILITIES
Geographic: Narrow audience focus to state, region, zip code, DMA, geo-fence and 

more.

Demographic: Segment by age, gender, education, income, marital status, family 

attributes, ethnic and identity groups.

Search Retargeting: Use recent in-site or search engine keywords to qualify individuals 

actively searching for your product or service.

Site Retargeting: Re-engage those past visitors to keep your brand top of mind.

Behavioral Targeting: Based on qualifications such as: in-market purchase intent, 

interest, affinity, brand loyalty, lifestyle, browsing activity and purchase history

Advertiser 1st Party Data: effectively leverage the 1st party data you own and collect 

directly from your website and customers to enhance your ad campaigns

CREATIVE UNITS
Banner sizes and functions

Desktop and Tablets:

• 728x90

• 300x250

• 160x600

• 300x600

Smartphones:

• 320x50

• 300x250

MEASURING SUCCESS
Click Thru Rates

Industry Average CTR: 0.09%

Goal CTR: 0.15%



Dynamic Inventory Display leverages the combined capabilities of inventory management systems and 

ad technology.  This Technology allows deeper personalization by displaying inventory that buyers are 

most interested in and driving them straight to the inventory page.

Dynamic Inventory Display

DIGITAL MEDIA PROPOSAL | DYNAMIC INVENTORY DISPLAY

TARGETING CAPABILITIES
Retarget shoppers that visited your sites’ product pages along with local in market 

shoppers with dynamic inventory banners based on your live inventory.

Advertiser 1st Party Data: effectively leverage the 1st party data you own and collect 

directly from your website and customers to enhance your ad campaigns.



Use the power of Amazon Garage to take your inventory acquisition strategy up a notch. Quickly and 

easily fill your dealership lot using this direct-to consumer approach that precisely targets car owners 

with persuasive offers 

Amazon Dynamic Vehicle Acquisition

DIGITAL MEDIA PROPOSAL | AMAZON VEHICLE ACQUISITION

MEASURING SUCCESS
• Goal: 85% to 95% video completion rate

• Goal: $0.05 to $0.15 cost per complete video view 



Facebook Dynamic Inventory with Leads

DIGITAL MEDIA PROPOSAL | FACEBOOK DYNAMIC WITH LEADS

Dynamic Vin specific inventory carousel banners displayed in FB and IG newsfeeds in front of actual 

VDP views from FB users.  Expand your reach by also targeting an in market auto lookalike 

audience.  Ads drive users direct to a prefilled in app lead form that feeds directly into the dealers’ 

CRM system.



Facebook Display with Leads

DIGITAL MEDIA PROPOSAL | FACEBOOK DISPLAY WITH LEADS

Unlock valuable customer insights with Facebook Lead Gen. Connect with potential customers who 

are interested in your products or services through Instant Forms and collect the most important 

details, like contact information and custom questions, perfect for understanding your customer 

needs – start generating more leads now!



DIGITAL MEDIA PROPOSAL | FACEBOOK SALES EVENTS

Facebook/Instagram display ads that reach in-market shoppers within a set radius around the 

dealership. Leads are generated through enticing offers and customers are encouraged to message 

for more details. Leads are then funneled to our external BDC team to answer questions and book 

appointments. All leads and appointments are sent to the dealership’s CRM.

Facebook Sales Events with Leads

PRIMARY OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES 
Generate leads by targeting in-market auto shoppers through10-day Facebook/Instagram 

sponsored display ad campaigns. Then, set appointments and drive traffic into the dealership 

through our external BDC services.

CAMPAIGN DESCRIPTION
• Target users who are 18+ that are within a set mile radius around the dealership 

on Facebook/Instagram

• Incorporate Polk 3rd party data to expand upon in-market audience

• Encourage customers to leave a comment or message to receive a voucher and 

receive more information

• Leads are then funneled into Facebook Messenger and to external BDC team. 

External BDC team messages customers to answer any questions, book an 

appointment, send appointment reminders, and follow-up after the appointment

• Once leads have been secured and appointment has been sent, information is 

then sent to the dealership’s CRM

WHAT WE NEED
• Campaign goals – Push used cars? Acquire new inventory? Reach more credit 

challenged buyers?

• Budget – How many people are we looking to reach? How many appointments is 

the sales team able to service?

• CRM Details - Where are we sending the lead & appointment information?

• Co-op Details – Will the dealer like for us to submit to co-op? Will the dealer like 

for us to prepare the sponsored posts for the dealer to submit?

PRIMARY SUCCESS METRICS
Goal: $40 to $50 Cost Per Lead (CPL)



DIGITAL MEDIA PROPOSAL | FACEBOOK SALES EVENTS



Video content played before short or long-form videos on YouTube and the Google Display 

Network. After five seconds, the viewer has an option to skip the video ad.

STRATEGY PROPOSAL
Run against local audience, targeting in market auto shoppers through Google display 

segments. Run all current television ads running locally onYouTube/Google video display 

network. Include companion display banners and overlay text ads.

CREATIVE UNITS
Can include two ad standard display units (provided by agency)

• 300 x 60

• 300 x 250

Call To Action overlays: clickable text ads that appear on top of video viewer while 

playing on YouTube network

MEASURING SUCCESS
Cost per complete video view

Goal: $0.17 to $0.27 cost per complete video view on the long form +0:30

Video Pre-Roll | YouTube True View

TARGETING CAPABILITIES

TrueView In-Stream videos appear on desktop computers and high-end mobile devices 

on YouTube Videos and on video publisher pages in the Google/YouTube Display 

Network.

Advertiser 1st Party Data: effectively leverage the 1st party data you own and collect 

directly from your website and customers to enhance your ad campaigns

How will I be charged?

For videos 30 seconds or longer, you’ll be charged when the viewer reaches the 30 

second point on the video. For videos shorter than 30 seconds, you’ll be charged when 

the viewer completes the video.

DIGITAL MEDIA PROPOSAL | VIDEO PREROLL YOUTUBE TRUEVIEW



TARGETING CAPABILITIES
Who will see my Video Ads? 

Local targeting parameters combined with 3rd party in market auto data will ensure we 

are showing your ads to low funnel in market auto shoppers local to your target area. 

Advertiser 1st Party Data: effectively leverage the 1st party data you own and collect 

directly from your website and customers to enhance your ad campaigns Where will the 

Video Ads appear?

Video spots will appear on desktop computers and high-end mobile devices across top 

tier publisher pages with video content (sports sites, news sites, special interest sites, 

including local and national outlets). 

How will I be charged?

These will be 0:15 or 0:30 video ads. Best practices include running current TV 

commercials on our video platform to keep consistency between traditional and digital 

messaging.

Maximize your video production investments and television assets by serving your content in front 

of your local in market auto audience online beyond just YouTube.

Premium Pre-Roll | Standard (Non-YouTube)

MEASURING 

SUCCESS
Video Completion Rate

Goal: 40% to 60% video 

completion rate

Cost per complete video view

Goal: $0.02 to $0.05 cost per 

complete video view

DIGITAL MEDIA PROPOSAL | PREMIUM PREROLL STANDARD (NON-YOUTUBE)



Internet-based video content played on the largest screen in the house! Reach growing numbers 

of cord-cutters outside of network broadcast, cable and satellite TV. More measurable and 

targetable than traditional TV.

Premium Over-the-top & Connected TV

DIGITAL MEDIA PROPOSAL | OTT & CTV

Connected TV connects TVs to the internet, allowing 

users to access content through Smart TV applications, 

gaming consoles like PlayStation and Xbox, and set-top 

boxes such as Roku and Apple TV. Videos appear on the 

biggest screen in the house during shows, movies, and 

live sports events.

OTT (Over-the-top) refers to internet-based video 

streaming that occurs on smaller devices such as 

desktop computers, laptops, smartphones and 

tablets. CTV is a form of OTT, but CTV refers 

specifically to streaming on big screens.



WHERE YOUR ADS ARE SHOWN

DIGITAL MEDIA PROPOSAL | WHERE YOUR ADS ARE SHOWN



Maximize your assets and repurpose current traditional radio messaging for more consistent 

message delivery across multiple media platforms.

Digital Audio

TARGETING CAPABILITIES
Audience Reach

Access to 10,000+ digital audio players (Live, Podcast, Simulcast, On Demand) on 

both mobile and desktop devices.

Premium Audiences

Subscription, behavioral, retargeting, geographic, demographic, category, device 

targeting, and more.

Advertiser 1st Party Data: effectively leverage the 1st party data you own and collect 

directly from your website and customers to enhance your ad campaigns

Creative

:15 or :30 audio spots served on desktop and mobile audio players

MEASURING SUCCESS
Quartile Listen Thru Rates

Complete Listen Thru Rates

• Goal LTR: 80%+

Cost per Complete Listen

• Goal CPL: $0.02 to $0.05

STRATEGY PROPOSAL
3rd party in market auto shoppers: Reach local in-market auto shoppers 

through premium 3rd party data providers

Custom Segments: layer on financial and credit challenged attributes to in-

market auto segments

DIGITAL MEDIA PROPOSAL | DIGITAL AUDIO



Link is an innovative, custom-built solution designed to unlock the power of customer data. By 

leveraging first party insights across digital marketing campaigns, Link enables organizations to 

maximize their impact and success.

LINK

CAPABILITIES
Leverage your 1st-party-data: Brings together all CRM, DMS, and siloed sources and 

streamlines them into a single easy-access hub to elevate marketing.

Build Custom Filters: Tailor-made powerful filters and custom attributes so you can 

accurately build your target audience

Link insights to your campaigns: Upgrade your performance by connecting your  data 

to major ad platforms

Automation: Maximize your marketing efforts with automation that cultivates a dynamic 

audience base that grows, updates and optimizes for maximum success.

Updated Daily: Seamless daily updates that are applied automatically

Reporting: Detailed metrics that provide you with insights that matter for making data-

data-driven decisions

Security: Enterprise-grade measures - like hashing, encryption, and multi-factor 

authentication - guarantee that your information stays safe.

Security: We will require your inventory feed to the LINK platform for all inventory-based 

campaigns such as Google Vehicle Ads and Facebook Dynamic Ads

DIGITAL MEDIA PROPOSAL| LINK



Monitor the performance of all your campaigns from a single pane of glass

Campaign Performance Reporting

DIGITAL MEDIA PROPOSAL | REPORTING



DIGITAL MEDIA PROPOSAL | CASE STUDIES
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